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Abstract
A major goal in nuclear physics is to understand how nuclear structure conies about from

the underlying interactions between nucleons. This requires modelling nuclei as collections of
strongly interacting particles. Using realistic nucleon-nocleon potentials, supplemented with
consistent three-nucleon potentials and two-body efectroweak current operators, variadonal
Monte Carlo methods are used to calculate nuclear ground-state properties, such as die binding
energy, electromagnetic farm factors, and momentum distributions. Other properties such as
excited, stales and low-energy T̂ qcfffwre are also calculable with, tfiwy methods.

1. HAMILTONIAN

Quantum chromodynamics gives some hope of eventually understanding the residual
strong force between nucleons. However, it has not yet been developed to the point where it
can Treats quantitative predictions for nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions. For studying "wVy
many-body systems we generally must rely on potential representations, where die choice of
potential forms is guided by meson-exchange theory. Tr> fff NV v^t^Tfng <fata and dcutwmi
properties requires a complicated operator structure for the NN potential. Further, meson-
exchange theory and the existence of low-energy nudeon resonances suggest that mem should
be significant many-body forces, which require three-nucleoo. (NNN) or higher-order
potentials in a nucleons-only representation. In practice, NN potentials give the major
contribution to the energy and induce the major correlations in me nuclear wave function, bat
NNN potentials are needed for quantitative agreement with nuclear masses and can contribute a
significant traction of the total binding.

A realistic nuclear Hamiltonian can be written in the form:

-E2
i<j<k (I)

where VJJ is an NN potential fit to elastic scattering data and deuteron properties, and Vjjk is an
NNN potential fit to many-body ground state energies. Most realistic NN potentials can be
written in an operator form:

(2)

where the first fourteen operators are:
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The first eight operators are required phenomenotogically to reproduce S- and P-wave NN
scattering and deuteron properties. The additional L-depeadent operators are required for
fitting higher partial waves. Examples are the Reid vg potential [I], an adaptation of the
standard Reid soft-core potential which uses the first eight operators above, and the Argonne
V14 potential [2], which uses all fourteen operators shown. Other realistic potentials, such as
the Bonn [3], Nijmegen [4], and Paris [5] models, use p- operators instead of, or in addition
to, I> operators.

The meson-theoretic basis for the NN potential is illustrated in Figure 1.
long-range interaction is one-pion. exchange, which has the operator structure:

[Xi-Xj, (4)

where Y(r) andT(r) are the usual Yukawa and tensor functions. At intermediate ranges, rwo-
pion exchange, with the possible excitation of intermediate A-isobar resonances, is the
dominant reaction. AnaTycf̂  mfh Tnftrarrinrt mnA»U fftaf nyTrafe frpKrft- A <fegrg*« pf frrydOT'
[2] show diat these processes provide vfTirfir^nr attraction, which is predominantly central in
character, but includes important components for the first six operators of eq.(3). At shorter
ranges tie interaction, may be dominated by the exchange of heavier mesons, such as the p 31V^
03, or the quark substructure of nucleons may start to play some more complicated role; these
frfllllif.s; contribute ID fh^ Spm-orblt anH hrghw-̂ iiî f i \n 1115 fn the ytWyitiiil

Realistic models for the NNN potential also have a. non-trivial operator dependence.
Meson-exchange diagrams contributing to the NNN potential are shown in Figure 2 ,
with a long-range two-pion-exchange part of the Fujita-Miyazawa form [6]:

_
(5)

which is built up from me one-pion-exchange operators, and arises from an Tntrnnrdiaic A-
isobar excitation. In die Urbana NNN potentials [7] a phenomenological intermediate-range
repulsive term is added:

(6)

which can be viewed as an interference of the intermediate-range attraction between two NN

K

N

Hgure 1. Diagrams contributing a) me NN potential.



pairs sharing one nucleon. The practical effect of adding such an NNN potential is additional
binding in light nuclei where the attractive long-range two-pion-exchange dominates, and more
repulsion, in nuclear matrw where the intermediate-range repulsive term produces a more rapid
saturation. The sttengihs of the attractive and repulsive parts, A and 17, are adjusted to give an
overall best fit to "ncVar TynvKng cyrgf^ in. these two regimes.

Below we report results for two models: Urbana VII, which was fit to earlier variatiocal
calculations of light nuclei and endear matter [8] and is used here for closed-shell nuclei, and
Urbana VUI, which was fit to more recent exact Faddeev and Green's function Monte Carlo
(GFMQ calculations and is used here for few-body nuclei [9], Other NNN potentials are
available, such as the Tucson-Melbourne model [10], which has a more complete two-pion-
exchangc term.

2. VARIATIONAL TRIAL FUNCTIONS

The variational method can be used to obtain approximate solutions of the many-body
Schrodinger equation fbrHamilionians of the irnvT given above ?nd for a wide range of nuclear
systems: few-body nuclei [7-9] such as 3H and4He, light nuclei [11] such as 1°O and "^Ca,
nuclear matter [12,13] and neutron stars [14]. A suitably parametrized trial function ¥ v is used
to calculate an upper bound Ev to the ground-state energy Eo using the Raylcigh-Ritz
variational principle:

^
(7)

The parameters in Y v are varied to minimize Ev, and the lowest value is taken as the
approximate ground-state energy. The corresponding Wv can men be used so rafcniaff other
properties of interest. A better energy may be obtained by using Wv as a starting point for a
perturbation or GFMC calculation [15]. The key steps are always to 1) find a good ansatz for
*PV, and 2) accurately evaluate the expectation value (H).

The strong state-dependence of die interactions induces corresponding correlations in the
wave function. A good trial function can be constructed from a product of correlation
operators:

= [ 1 + g.U^ + US (8)

where *Fj is a Jastrow wave function, and Uij, t& , and U j ^ 1 are two- and three-bodyijk
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Figure 2. Diagrams contributing to the NNN potential.



correlation operators:

(9)

p5,S t jg j^WAi) 3 VtgJOg. (ID

=e Vgk(fg.rjbFK). (12)

The operators OJj arc the same as in eq.(3); since they are non-commuting, die symmeaization
operator S is required in the product of eq.(8). The first six operators have a nice closed
algebra and are conveniently treated together in eq.(10). The spin-orbit (LS) correlations of
ecf(ll) are more expensive to compute because of their gradient operators and only a linear
term is used in eq.(8), while no correlations have been introduced for L2 or higher terms in the
interaction. The fsCryjji&rki) ia cqs.(10>(ll) is a supplemental three-body correlation that
TTCfnCHS the nonccntrn' rpmpiarinn whfn ;> T̂ irnj pjwfrrt̂  HUTTCS forTfn ffrff CTTT̂ T̂ii pafr The
mree-nucleon interaction (TNI) correlation of eq.(12) includes all die operator dependence of
cq.(5); £ is a small negative number and f a <f̂ WfT̂ <ffaT variable.

The 4>A is a11 antisymmetric smgle-pardcle stale, with appropriate properties for the system
of interest e.g., ihe quantum numbers JMTT3 for a particular nucleus. For few-body nuclei
we have used a single-particle <I>A wi*- spin-isospin indices and no spatial dependence, e.g_,
for4He:

ie4(TMTT3)} = IOa(0000)) = A IptplnTnl). (13)

For closed-shell nuclei like 16O and 40Ca we use a product of four determinants, one for spin-
up protons, one for spin-down protons, etc.:

X (-I)* Dtp Dip Dtn D ^ . (14)

For 16O each determinant is constructed from one Is and three Ip radial functions- A term in
the sum (14) is obtained by letting particles 11 to i* be tpT is ID ig be ip, 19 rain be Tn, andiu
to ii6 be in . The sum is over all partitions of the 16 nucfeons into four groups of four
particles, and the sign (—1)̂* is chosen so mat I<i>) is antisymmetric. For ̂ Ca additional 2s anf*
Idorbitals are â df<T For open-shell nuclei TiV̂  12^ a folly andsymmetrized^A is much more
complicated.

The central fq(r) and noncentral Up(r) pair correlation functions reflect the influence of die
two-body potential at short distances., while satisfying asymptotic boundary conditions of
cluster separability. Reasonable functions are generated by minimizing die two-body cluster
energy of a somewhat modified NN interaction fv-X). which contains a number of variarional
parameters. This leads to a set of eight coupled differential equations for the first eight
operators [9]. The f̂  and U6=UK are shown in Rgure 3 for several nuclei. Here fc(r) is small
at short distances, to reduce the contribution of the repulsive core of the NN potential, and
peaks at an intermediate distance corresponding to the maximum attraction of the NN potential.
For light nuclei fc falls off at larger distances :o keep the system confined- For closed shell
nuclei confinement is provided by the one-body correlations and fc goes to a constant value at
large distances. The nonccntral up(r) arc all relatively smalt the most important is the long-



range tensar-isospin part u^, which is induced mainly by die one-pion-exchange part of the
potential.

lh calculations of five- and six-body nuclei the first four nucleons fill the Is shell and have
no single-particle radial function, while the fifth and sixth nucleoos go into the Ip sbelL We
allow for the possibility of different central correlations fss, fpp* and fsp for pairs in the s-shell,
pairs in the p-shell, and mixed pairs, respectively. For five nucleons,

(15)

(16)

There is an explicit antisymrnetrization. over the five particles, and 4p is a single-particle
correlation with R ^ = rt-Rg11. The five-body nuclei *He and ^ l i are not stable against
breakup into an a and a nucleon, but we can study the scattering in both J=3/2 and J=l/2
states, using an R-matrix approach to Tninimi7e me energy ifsi<fc a region with boundary
conditions that correspond to an asymptotic scattering state [16]. The difference in energy
between these states is a measure of the spin-orbit splitting in nuclei, which in mm is the key to
the nuclear shell model.

The six-body nuclei of interest are 6He and 6 I i with JMTT3 = (001-1) and (1100). They
are weakly bound and easily broken into an a and a two-body cluster; *Li (^He) is only 1J5
MeV (1 MeV) more bound man a separated a and deuteron (̂ So nn pair). However breakup
into a five- plus one-body system costs -6 MeV because me five-body nuclei are unstable.
This dual character can probably best be modelled by a linear combination of shell-model and
ct-clcster correlations:
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p p 6 s (17)

where the shell model wave function is:

«>sm> = <&a(0000) x $p(R5aX>p(R6a) x (18)

while the a-cluster correlation has s- and d-wave components induced by a tensor-like
operator

(19)

w(Roc) ^ }

Here Roc is the separation between the a and two-body cluster centers of mass. The fss(r) =
£ ( 4 H ) , fpp(r) - f&K), and fspCr) is shown in Hguie 3.

3. CALCULATIONS OF FEW-BODY NUCLEI

The method used to evaluate the energy expectation value vanes with the size of the system
under consideration- For small systems, A<8, essentially exact integration is possible using
Monte Carlo sampling [17]. For larger nuclei, 8<A<40, a cluster expansion is required [11],
withMonte Carlo techniques used to evaluate tie terms in the expansion. For nuclear matter a
cluster expansion is also used, but so far integral equation techniques have been used to sum
terms [12-14].

We represent *PV(R) as a vector in spin-isospin space, with N$ x NT complex numbers,
where Ns and N T are the number of spirt and isospin basis states; Nx = 2 A in the basis of
definite third components of spin or isospin. In the case of isospm, charge conservation can be
used to reduce Nx to A!/[Z!(A-Z)'], but a further reduction is possible by choosing stales of
definite T and Tz- In this Tatter basis, the vector lengths for 3H, *He, 5He, and 6 I i are 16,32,
160, and 320, respectively. The Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm is used to perform the 3A-
dimensional integrals. Sampling is done both on the set of positions, R=C? i,..."r*A). and. the
order of operators in the symmetrized product of eq.(8). For few-body nuclei a complete sum
over all the spm-isospin variables is made. The computational effort required for this complete
sum increases rapidly with A. The time required to calculate the binding energy with a
reasonable statistical error for one trial function grows from about 3 minutes for3H to nearly 2
hours for 6 I i on a Cray-YMP. Thus direct integration will probably be limited to A<8 noclcL

The results of variational calculations [9] for ground-state binding energies of 3H and 4Hc
are shown in Table 1 along with preliminary results for ^He and ̂ li. For comparison we also
show 34-channeI Faddeev results [18] for^H and GFMC results [19] for 3H, 4He and 5He.
There is also an older coupled-cluster result [20] for4He. The variational trial function gives
upper-bound energies that are 3-4% above the exact results for 3H and 4He. These and other
calculadons show that realistic NN potentials alone do not give enough binding for few-body
nuclei, but it is possible to pick a supplemental NNN potential that wHl give the correct energy
in exact calculations.

For 5He the J=3/2 and J=l/2 scattering states have been calculated with a boundary
condition that has a node in the a+n scattering wave function at 12.5 fm. The corresponding
"experimental" energies, obtained from phase shift analyses, are 1.1 and 2.5 MeV above the a
binding energy, which give a spin-orbit splitting of 1.4 MeV. The variational results for the
Argonne V14 + Urbana VET model are 2.1 and 3.1 MeV above the variational a binding energy



Table 1
Binding and breakup energies (in MeV) for few-body nuclei with different Harrnlionians and

V ^ ^ methods. Estimates of MC statistical errors are also given.

nucleus method breakup

Rridvg

Argonnevi4
+UrbanaVni

experiment
variatknal MC
GFMC
34-ch. Faddeev

variarional MC
34-ch. Faddeev

8.4S

731 ±0.02
734 ± 0.10

8.21 ± 0.02
8.49

Reid
Reidvg

Argonnevi4.
+ UrbanaVni

coupled cluster
variatknal NIC
GFMC

variarional MC
GFMC

28.3
24.
23.6 + 0.1
243 ±0.1
27.2 ±0.1
28.3 ±0.2

5Hc(J=§)
Argonnevi4
+UrbanaVm

experiment

variational MC
GFMC

27.2

25.1 ± 0.1
26.8 ±0.2

-2.1
-1.5

Argonnevi4
+UrbanaVm

CXpC

variational MC
GFMC

25.8

24.1 ±0.2
25.6 +

-23(a+n>

-3.1
-2.7

Argonne
+UrbanaVIII

experiment

variational MC

32.0
273 ±0.3

13(a+d)

-1.9

giving a splitting of 1 MeV. The GFMC results are 13 and 2.7 MeV above the GFMC a,
which gives 1.2 MeV or 85% of the "experimental" spin-orbit splitting with this HamTTtnnian.
The variational results required 25 hours of Cray-YMP time, including the parameter search,
while the GFMC calculation required 200 hours, starting from a reasonable variational trial
function.

For 6Li only variarional results are available at present, and they are unsatisfactory. The
results shown here are for a. trial function that gives the correct experimental charge radius, and
while the energy is not terrible, it is nearly 2 McV above that of die corresponding separated a
and deuteron. If the radius is unconstrained the trial function expands and the energy
asymptotically approaches that of an a plus a deuteron with some residual Coulomb repulsion
between them. Early results for 6He show a similar problem.



4. CALCULATIONS OF LIGHT NUCLEI

Far larger nuclei we use a cluster expansion for die noncentral correlation operators
etc., to evaluate the energy expectation value. Consider the expansion for the NN potential:

i<i l + Z dH + Z
i<j J i<j<]

where the numerator and denominator cluster terms are given by:

nij = CFjl(l+UJ)vy(l+U5)IYj> , (21)

(22)

(23)

etc. The brackets denote a full 3 A-dimensional integration, with die central correlations and
antisymmetry of the Jastrow wave function treated completely. This may be regrouped as a
linked cluster expansion:

( Z v g > = Z c s + . Z ĉ -v + . . . + c I 2 . . . A , (24)

(25)

= [nijk-Z Cij(djk+djd4dijJl/(I+ Z dij+dij^ . (26)
eye eye

The expectation values of these individual cluster terms, njj, dfj, etc., are evaluated using the
same Monte Carlo techniques used for few-body nuclei. The spin-isospin algebra is only
needed for the particles in the cluster that have noncentral correlation operators. However, the
clusters are not in definite isospin states T,TZ and only charge conservation can be used to
reduce the size of the spin-isospin basis vector. The final 1°O energy evaluation reported
below required some 80 hours of Cray-2 time, after the trial function had been optimized.

The cluster expansion is not useful unless it converges rapidly. The convergence for 16O is
reasonably good at fee four-body cluster level, as shown in Table 2, where the contributions of
the kinetic energy, NN and NNN potentials arc shown at the one-, two-, three-, and four-body

Table 2
Convergence of cluster expansion for ground-state energy of 16O with Argonne V14 + Urbana
VH interaction. Energies are in MeV/hucleon.

term 1-body 2-body 3-body 4-body Z1-4 £ 1-16

T 18.8 ±0.1 17.2 ±0.1 -1.7 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.2 34.5 ±0.3 34.5

Vjj -46.8 ±0.2 8.0 ±0.1 -1.0 ± 0 2 -39.8 ± 0 2 -39.7

Vijc -4.0 ±0.1 22 ±0.1 -1.8 ±0.1 -2.6

H 18.8 ±0.1 -29.6 ±0.1 2.3 ±0.1 1.4 ±0.1 -7.1 ±0.1 -7.8



Table 3
Binding and breakup energies (in Me V/nucleon) for fight nuclei with different Hamiltonians
and calculational methods.

nucleus TT̂ Mint̂ *̂ ?!̂  method binding breakup
nan i re experiment 8.0 0.9
Reid coupled cluster 5.0 1.0
Reidv6 variationalMC 6.2 ± 1 . 1
Argonnevi4 cluster MC 7.8 ± 0 . 3 0.2
+ UrbanaVII

Tmtr̂ n̂  c x per i men t 8.5
Reid coupled cluster 6.0
Argonnevi4 cluster MC 8.6 ±1.5
+UrbanaVII

cluster levels. The next to last column gives the sum of these terms through, die four-body
cluster level, while die last column gives an extrapolated estimate for die total energy through
the sixteen-body cluster kveL The kinetic energy converges rapidly, »s docs the NN potential
contribution. The NNNpotentially notcorrvergedat nttfbor-b^
is a. significant extrapolation in tins >c"n, An alternate cTr|5ir|* expansion, which may be more
useful for open-shell nuclei like 12C, has been studied; in 16O it gives a similar extrapolated
result far die Vf* expectation value.

Results for the ground-state binding energy per nucleon of 16O and 40Ca are given in Table
3. A previous calculation of 16Ousing decoupled duster method and die Reid potential has a
problem similar to the 6 I i calculation discussed above; die nnclens is less bound per nucleon
than 4He. A variational Monte Carlo calculation sampling all cluster sizes for the Reidvg
interaction also gave too little binding, and had a large statistical error [21]. In the present
calculation, with a realistic interaction including a three-nucleon potential, **O is slightly more
bound per nucleon than 4He, tiius demonstrating stabfliry for die firsttime. The result is also
quite close to die experimental value, as is the preliminary result for 4 0Ca with die same
Hamiltonian. However, a variational search has not been made for die best trial function in
^^Ca and die present result has a large statistical uncertainty, as shown in die table.

Calculations are now in progress for a variety of odier p-shell nuclei using die cluster
Monte Carlo mediod, including ^He, I 2 C and 15N. A first result for die spin-orbit splitting in
1 5 N has been obtained by calculating die energy difference between sates obtained by
removing a single proton from eitiier the P3/2 or pi/2sheHin the trial function for 16O. The
calculated spin-orbit splitting is 6.1 ± 0.9 MeV, in reasonable agreement wim die experimental
value of 6.3 MeV. About 2/3 of the splitting comes from L-dependent terms in vy or *FV, and
about 1/3 comes from Vjjk terms. This result is also in general agreement witii earlier
Brueckner G-matrix calculations diat used die Reid Vy and Tucson-Melbourne Vjjt [22].

5. FORM FACTORS AND MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS

Other properties which we have studied include die electromagnetic form factors and
nucleon momentum distributions. The form factors have significant contributions from two-
body charge and current operators attributable to meson exchange (MEQ. These include both
a "model-independent" (MI) part which is constrained by requiring current conservation with



Table 4
Magnetic moments for A=3 nuclei

IA

IA+MI

IA+MRMD

expeiuueuL

variational

2.592

2.988

3.031

3H

2.979

Faddeev

2.588

2.968

3.010

variational

-1.782

-2.144

-2.175

3He

-2.127

Faddeev

-1.776

-2.122

-2.152

the chosen Vy, and a "model-dependent" (MD) part mat includes currents associated with prey,
airy, and A-excitation mechanisms [23,29]. Results for the magnetic moments of 3H and ^He
are given in Table 4 and for the charge form factor of *He in Figure 4. These include impulse
approximation (IA) calculations with and without MEC for both variational and exact
calculations. The results show that the few-body variational trial functions are good for more
than just the energy, and that the MEC are essential for quantitative agreement with data. The
charge form factor for 16O is also shown in Figure 4; here the present variational wave
function is not as satisfactory and the charge radius is too smalL

The nucleon momentum distribution, is given by the integral:

• 7 *p(k) = JdRS Jd?i"F(JO expHk (27)

where R'=Cr*i,...,"rV»—"T*A)- Tkc operator expectation values are calculated by direct

1 * 1 ' ' * * i '

IA(G)

-IA+MEC(G)
10pi

Figure 4. Charge form factors for 4He and 16O.



integration in the few-body nuclei, but a cluster expansion is again needed for larger systems.
Results for 4Ife and l6O are shown in Figure 5 along with the exact deuteron and a correlated
basis function calculation of nuckar matter [24]. AU these sysienis show a remarkably similar
high-momentum tail, which, is indicative of the strong nuclear correlations; mis tail may be
useful in understanding phenomena such as low-energy pion and antiproton production.

6. LOW-ENERGY ELECTROWEAK TRANSITIONS

We have also begun to adapt the variarional methods to the study of low-energy fcw-
nucleon reactions. Faddeev methods have already been used with success in the study of
three-nucleon reactions [25,26], but variarional methods are the best available for the study of
four-nucleon reactions at present. Our initial studies have been of the ekctroweak capture
reactions: 2H(d,i)*He below 500 keV cm. energy, 3Hc(n,y)*He with thermal neutrons, and
3He(p,e*ve)

4He at solar energies [27-29]. The first reaction is discussed by Arriaga elsewhere
in this conference; here we discuss the two capture reactions on ̂ He. There is good recent data
for the thermal neutron capture, while the weak proton capture is of interest because its Hep
neutrinos might be detectable in the next generation of solar neutrino experiments.

These two capture reactions have very small IA contributions due to a pseuoto-orthogonality
between the dominant S-wave parts of the nucleon-^He continuum state and4He ground state.
MEC contributions are very important, and accurate evaluation of two-body current operators
requires good correlated wave functions. In this case, the continuum wave functions were
generated for the Argonre v i4+ TMwn? VTTT H>mfltnnjan with irethnfo f̂rnifar to thny ny^
for studying 5Hc. The scattering lengths obtained are 3.50+0.25 fin for n+3He, and 10.1103
fin for p+3Hc (the errors are Monte Carlo statistics), in excellent agreement with effective-
range parametrizations of low-energy data which give 3-52+0.25 fin and 10.2±1.4 fin,
respectively.

FigureS. Nucleon momentum distributions.



The IA cross section for thermal neutron capture on 3He is only 6 jib, compared to the
experimental value of 55 pi). The MEC contributions again include a MI part, and mesonic and
intermediate A-isobar MD parts. The MI matrix element is opposite in sign to the IA, and
much larger, raising die calculated cross section to 72 lib. In our first studies, the A-isobar
contributions were calculated with a standard first-order perturbation estimate, and raised the
total calculated cross section to 112 ub [28]. More recently, we have used explicit A-isobar
components in the wave functions, introduced by transition correlation operators:

5 ^ g ^ (28)
i<j * KJ J J J

BB'where *PN is the nucleons-only wave function [29]. The correlations Uy are generated by an
approximate fit to exact two-body calculations with the Argonne V28 potential [2], which has
explicit A-isobar degrees of freedom and is phase equivalent to the v j4 potential. Contributions
of A-isobars to the electroweak current operators then appear at die one-body level, and onc-
and two-A components are evaluated. This approach should give more reliable results man
first-order perturbation theory. The final themral neutron capture cross section is significantly
reduced, to a value of 86 \±b. This improved treatment of the A-isobar MEC contributions is
also included in the magnetic moment calculations of Table 4.

of 6.9 x 10-23 MeV-b. The MEC contributions are all MD, and in order K> reduce uncertainty
in their contributions, they are adjusted to reproduce the Gamow-Teller matrix element in 3H
pVdecay. Again, the MEC matix element is opposite in sign to the IA, but not so big, resulting
in a reduction of the S-factor to 1.4 x 10-23 MeV-b. Bom the thermal neutron radiative capture
and die zero-energy proton weak capture are very sensitive to the nucIeon-t^He scattering
length, and the results can vary by ±20-30% as the scattering length is changed within the
theoretical limits (which are smaller than, the ̂ n̂ HmpntaT enors).

7. CONCLUSIONS

G'jod progress has been made in the microscopic study of nuclear structure for few-body
and light nuclei in recent years. Current work is now concentrating on the ground states of
intermediate size systems, 4<A<40, where the number of nucleons is large enough to make
calculations difficult, yet small enough that the finite nature of the system is an important aspect
of the physics. Studies will also continue on a variety of low-energy few-body reactions.

The difficulty in explaining the stability of light nuclei may be due to inadequacies in the
variational ansatz, or it may be due to the crude parametrization of the NNN potential
Obtaining a consistent description of nuclear systems with realistic interactions remains a
challenging problem. Continued progress will require advances in the many-body
Hamiltonian, the many-body theory, and the available computational resources.
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